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Abstract
This study aims to explain why fuTns' environmental activities can lead to better financial performance. Most prior empirical
reseafch has shown that environmentally fiiendly finns enjoy higher stock rotl!ms andfor higher stock prices, relative to less
environmentally friendly firms. However, the process for achieving better performance was not clear. We use the Sustainability
Balanced Scorecard (SBSC), a foot to enhance financial performance through managing nonf nancia1 indicators, to show how“it
pays to be green” Specifically, we map a Carbon SBSC strategy map, selecting environmental and financial indicators to include

We then conduct an empirical study to test the hypothesized relationships displayed on the Carbon SBSC. The empirical results
support our hypotheses on causality. This study contributes to extant research by articulating logical relationships between fim s'

environmental activities and financial perfiormance through a Cartxln SBSC strategy map, and by testing the relationships using
data for firms in Japan.
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1. Introduction
Most extant research has shown “it pays to be green,” finding that environmentally conscious firms enjoy
higher financial performance and/or higher stock returns, relative to less environmentally conscious firms (e.g.,
Margolis and Walsh 2003; Orlitzky et a1 2003; Wu 2006; Bourdon and GOssling 2008; Garcia-Castro et al.
2010). This may sound pu771ing, as becoming an environmentally friendly firm entails costs, and thus reduces
earnings andJor cash flows. Saka and Oshika (2011a, 9) empirically find that, on average, firms with higher
CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions, which are harmful to the earth, have lower market capitali2ation. They also
find that firms that reduced CO2 emissions enjoy higher stock returns h conjunction with popular valuation
models (e.g., discounted cash flow models, residual income models), these results suggest that the stock
markets estimate that environmentally friendly firms will cam higher eamings/cash flow in the future. In this
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sense, nonfinancial performance measures pertaining to the volume/reducnon of CO2 emissions could be
leading indicators of future financial performance.
In terms of financial vs nonfinancial performance, Johnson and Kaplan (1987) criticize reliance on
traditional financial performance measures alone for management purposes, and point out the importance of
nonfinancial indicators. Proponents of the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) have subsequently argued that the BSC
is an evaluation system incorporating financial and nonfinancial indicators (Kaplan and Norton l992; Kaplan
and Norton 1996). In other words, the BSC concept, combined with the concept of the more recently
proposed stn te map, can function as a strategic management system (Kaplan and Norton 2001, 2004). By
using the BSC concept and strategy map, we can develop causal relationships to explain how nonfinancial
indicators lead to financial performance. In this paper, we focus on firms' environmental activities as
nonfinancial indicatofs.
We hypothesize the causality of “it pays to be green” using a Sustainable Balanced Scorecard (SBSC).
Specifically, we first develop a SBSC strategy map that sets the return on calf)on (ROC) as the highest-level
indicator (or ultimate objective). We call this map a Cartlon SBSC strategy map. In a Carbon SBSC strategy
map, the ROC comprises environmental and economic strategies. Further, the Carbon SBSC shows
lower-level components (the firm's environmental activities) and depicts the relationships between
environmental activities and financial indicators.
We then undertake an empirical investigation of the cau 1 chain that connects the firm's environmental
activities and financial performance. All the h
l
relatim ships among the internal and outside
perspective variables of the SBSC are supported, except for variables using carbon emissions, due to data

unavailability.
Our contributions to this body of reseafch are as follows. First, ours is the first study to develop a Carbon SBSC
strategy map. Given that traditional management systems are financially oriented, it may be difficult to evaluate
properly the relationships between a firm's environmental activities and financial performance. Under the
cmrent business environmen which demands sustainable managemerrt, management systems need to
incorporate nonfinancial indicators of firm performance. 0ur Carbon SBSC strategy map, connecting
financial and nonf nancial indicators, is one model for carbon management. Second, given this is also the first
study to investigate empirically the cansa1 chain between SBSC indicators, our results u useful feedback for
compa lies seeki]1g to refine their SBSC strategy map in that we provide support for positive associations for variables
in our hypclthesi7ed causal chain.
Theremainder of the papal・is o1ganized as follows. Section 2 introduces the SBSC and Secticm3 discusses related
research. Section4 develops the Carbon SBSC strategy map and hypotheses. Section5 describes our sample l
and data collection and Section6 discusses theresults in light of our hypotheses. Section7 concludes.

2. Background of Sustainability Balanced Scorecard
With the growing worldwide attention to global environmental issues, the SBSC, an environmental or
sustainability-conscious BSC, has been developed. In essence, the SBSC adds environmental and social
concerns to the four traditional perspectives of a BSC (financial, customer, internal business process, and
learning and growth) to evaluate more comprehensively the performance of sustainability (environmental,
social, and economic) activities. By combining a strategy map, a SBSC can function as a management system
that helps ensure efficient and effective development and execution of a firm's corporate sustainability vision
and strategy.
In the European Union (EU) alone, many studies of SBSCs have been undertaken. Among these, the
European Commission (EC), the United Kingdom (UK), and Germany have conducted the most important
government-level research projects in helping build momentum for the introduction of SBSCs into everyday
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business activities. To start with, over three yeats starting in 2001, the EC launched a combined international
industry-government-academia research project known as the European Corporate Sustainability Framework.
This sustainability framework is a management model to tackle complicated issues such as corporate
sustainability and corporate responsibility, and to support business organi7ation, through the development of a
Responsive Business Scorecard (RBS) as a form of SBSC. The RBS system integrates stakeholder's requests
into the program to improve and evaluates performance on the 3Ps of sustainability, that is, profit, people, and
planet. Although the most important factor of the conventional BSC approach is profit, the RBS approach
grants equal considefation to people and planet (Woerd and Brink 2004).
In the UK, the SIGMA Project, conducted mainly by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) starting
in 1999, published The SIGMA Guideline・ Putting Sustainable Development into Practice A Guide for
Organi2ations in 2003. The main objective of the SIGM A Project was to provide ideas and tools to contribute
to sustainability management in business. One output was the development of the SIGMA Sustainability
Scorecard as a form of SBSC. The SIGMA Sustainability Scorecard covers an expanded set of stakeholders
by including corporate, environmental, and social aspects, such as customers, suppliers, governments, local
communities, and nature. This is because the ultimate objective of the SIGM A Sustainability Scorecard is to
improve performance fl・om a sustainability perspective, whereas the ultimate objective of a traditional BSC is
to improve performance fi・om a financial perspective.
In Germany, the Federal M inistry for the Environment Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety
(Bundesministerium fijr Umwelt, Natul・schutz und Reaktorsicherheit: BMU) and Stefan Schaltegger of the
Centre for Sustainability Management at Leuphana University of Liieneburg conducted most of the German
government's reseal℃h on sustainability management. The resultant research report published in 2002,
Sustainability Management in Business Enterprises・Concepts and lnstru nents for Sustainable Organi:zation
Development, recommends that business enterprises use the SBSC to help ensure that they (BMU 2002, 115):
(i) identify the environmental and social aspects relevant for success,
(ii) create a causal link between the environmental and social aspects and the company's
economic results,
(iii) enable management of all environmental and social aspects in line with their strategic
relevance,
(iv) deve1op appropliate indicators and measures, and thereby,
(v) result in the integration of environmental and social management in conventional
economic management
In this manner, a SBSC theoretica11y has not only economic aspects but also environmental and social aspects,
and makes clear the process in accomplishing economic, environmental, and social objectives together.
However, prior work research has not empirically investigated the relationships among the objectives.
・

-

3. Literature Review
e
P
3.1 Impact of Co n eE om
d Petfom meeon F
A company's environmental perflormance may afRect its financial performance. Research that has examined
the impact of corporate environmental pefliormance on corporate financial perliormance includes the following,
although they are not based on a SBSC approach. Cormier andMagnan (1997) use published corporate pollution
infiormation1 to analy2e the eflectsof polhltion levels onstock market valuatiorL Their results suggest that in the pulp
and paper, chemical, and oil refining industries, the leve1 of llution is negatively associated with market value.
Hughes (2000) examines the relationship between sulfur dioxide(SO2) emissions as feported under the US Clean Air
1 Cormier and Magnan (1997) used water pollution data published annually by the Environment Ministries of the provinces of
Quebec and ()ntalio (Canada).
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Act and market value, finding a negativeassociaiionbetween the SC) emission ratio of high-polluting electlic utilities
and finn market value. In other work, Konar and Cohen (2001) use data on chemical releases (Toxics Release
Inventory) and erNuonmenltat litigation incidents (Form ic-K disclosures) and find that bad environmental
performaKle is negatively correlated with intangible asset value (「chin's q). Kmar and Cohen (2001) also
demonstrate that chemical emissions have a significant negativeimpact oncompanymarket value.
With regard to tie impact of soil pollution on market value, BaIth and McNichols (1994) estimate co中orate
potential
rm前国 liabilities from soil pollution (US EPA's Superfimd2) and found the potential liabilities had a
significant negative impact on firm value. Similarly, Gait,ef and Hammitt (1998) indicate that additional
environmental liability (Supeffund exposure) appears to increase the costs of capital for larger chemical companies.
Likewise, Bae and Sami (2005) indicate that the earnings response coefficients for companies with poltential
envinn mental liabilities are lower, that is, potential en m
1 Mt create noise in colporate eamrngs. Finally,
Graham et al. (2001) find that soil pollution and cleanup costs3 are significant negative
in elxplaini1
、g caporate
bond ratings.

Togather these,1tudies indioal that environmental perliormance datahave an effect on corporate stock prices, capital
n sls, and bond ratings. However, theseʻ;tudies do not study the process of lK)w corporate 前vironmental performance
afflicts corporate fmancial performance. We use a SBSC strategy map to disp;kay hypothest7ed relationships between
environmental activities and financial pefformance, aIKl then empirically examine the relationships.
3.2 Com ecting.Environmental Actiyitieswith Finm 如1Pefom anceby SBSCStrategyMap
To implement environmental management, companies need to decide on an environmental mission and
then develop an environmental vision and strategy to m omplish this mission4. To achieve this environmental
vision and strategy, companies must then establish a management system to implement the environmental
strategy efficiently and effectively and comprehensively evaluate the performance of their environmerrtal
activities. For this kind of management system, the BSC (Ka:plan and Norton 1992) can be useful in
developing such a management system. The environmentally-oriented extension of the BSC is called the
SBSC. In addition to the previously described research, there exist case studies and action research on SBSCs.
These studies include Zingales and Hockerts (2003) (Novo Nordisk, Shell), Zingales et al. (2002) (Shell),
Guerrero et al. (2002) (Flughafen Hamburg GmbH), Bicker et al. (2002) (Volkswagen AG), and Ito et al.
(2001) (Ricoh and Takara).
To categorize how studies connect ecrpofate environmental al:1tivities and financial performance, 0ka (2010)
classifies SBSCs in previous work into the following three types (Figge et al 2002):
(i) Subsumption SBSC: the subsumption of environmental and social aspects into the
traditional four BSC perspectives,
(ii) Addition SBSC: the addition of a fifth environmental and social perspective to the four
traditional BSC perspectives, and
(iii) Integration SBSC: the setting of four or five new perspectives that completely differ fi・om
2 The two relevant laws are the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980
and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). Together, these laws determine who bears the cost of and
responsibility for soil and groundwater contamination cleanup with strict liability, no-fault liability, joint liability, and retroactive
responsib通itv as f a tLr es. Under this legislation, many companies have accrued considerable decontamination costs along with
eg co md dm os.
Graham etal. (2001) employ the following four data items in their analysjs: (1) the numba・of ldta・sof notice iiu ntheEPA, (2) thesum of
capital costs of cl前 and operation and manilnring costs for all sites in which the company has boa idenli feil as a P , (3) costs
all,m ted on an olIllal basis only to those
allocated for particular Superfimd site
y among PRPs as r lateii with the site, and (4)
companies IiʻIt,edonCornpuslat
4 The mission of the organization provides the startmg point; it defines why the organization exists or how a business unit fits
within a broader m porate architecture. And the organization's vision paints a picture of the future that clarifies the direction of
the organization and helps individuals to understand why and how they should support the organization. The vision creates the
picture of the destination. The strategy defines the logic of how this vision will be achieved. Vision and strategy are essential
complements (Kaplan and Norton 2001).
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the four traditional BSC perspectives.
For organizations that want to incorporate environmental and social aspects into their existing BSC, the
subsumption SBSC is the easiest SBSC to implement. The next type, the addition SBSC, can clearly
demonstrate top management's emphasis on sustainability as the new (fifth) perspective communicates
additional objectives and measures to employees. However, inclusion of the fifth perspective in the addition
SBSC complicates the causal relationships with the existing four perspectives. Lastly, the integration SBSC
sets completely new perspectives, whicli thereby can incorporate the concept of the triple bottom line5 more
deeply into the BSC, but requires development of a whole new BSC. Table t details the three types of SBSCs
discussed in previous work.

Table t- Three Types of SBSC from Previous Research
Type

Traditional
BSC

Subsumption SBSC

Additbn
SBSC

Previous
research
Kaplan and
Norton

l992, 1996
Kaplanand
Norton
2001, 2004
Novo
Nordisk
(Case)
Shell (Case)

Germany
BMU

Perspectives

Financial

Customer

Financial

Customer

Internal
Business

Learning
Growth

and

Learning
Growth

and

p iOCeSS

Financial

Customer
Society

Financial
Results

Customer

Financial

Customer

internal

Business
Process
and Business
Process
Human

Internal
Business

Human and
Organl7ation
Sustainable

development
Leaning
Growth

and Nonmarket

Ptocess

Ricoh (Case)

Takara (Case)

Integration

SBSC

Financial

Financial

Customer

Customer
Products

EU
EC

Financiers

and Owners

Customer
Suppliers

UK
DTI

Sustainability

External
Stakeholders

Internal

Business
Process
and Process,

and Internal
Process

Internal

Learning
Growth

and Environmental
Protection

c

rP0

c

ltu「e

Social and
and Environmental
H man
Activities
u「Ce

Employees
and Learning

Society and
Planet

Knowledge
and Skills

In this study, we develop our carbon SBSC strategy map using the subsumption SBSC because it is the
S The concept of the triplebottom line was first coined by John Elkington, cofounder of the business consultancy SustainAbility,
and states that companies should prepare three different bottom lines: a traditional bottom line (or “profit”), an environmental
bottom line(or “planet”), and a social bottom line(or “people”).
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easiest modification of a traditional BSC that already includes the usual four perspectives. Moreover,
environmentally fiiendly and socially responsible firms must also achieve financial success, consistent with
the representation of a traditional BSC.
BSC advocates Kaplan and Norton (2001, 200L4) integrate environmental and other social indicators into
the four traditional perspectives of the BSC, thereby providing the subsumption SBSC. In their earlier study,
Kaplan and Norton (2001) emphasiz1e the importance of being a good corporate citizen and introduce
“regulation and environmental processes” in the internal business process pefspective. Kaplan and Norton
(2004) use“regulation and social processes” as a substitute for “regulation and environmental processes” with
four factors not only “environment”, but also “health and sa;fety”, “employment practices”, and “investment
in the local community”. The cases of Novo Nordisk and Shell represent the subsumption SBSC.
BMU in Germany adds a fifth perspective, “Non-Market Perspective”, to the four traditional BSC
perspectives to create the addition SBSC. The purpose of including the “Non-Market Perspective” is to
integrate any strategy-related environmental and social aspects, such as an activity's flexibility, legitimacy,
and legality (Figge et al 2002, 279- 280). The cases of Ricoh and Takara represent the addition SBSC.
Representative examples of the integration SBSC include the RBS developed by the EC and the SIGMA
Sustainability Scorecard developed by the UK DTI The RBS consists of five different perspectives: (1)
financier and owner, (2) customer and supplier, (3) internal business process, (4) employee and learning, and
(5) society and planet. The SIGMA Sustainability Scorecard consists of four perspectives: (1) sustainability,
(2) external stakeholder, (3) internal, and (4) knowledge and skills. These models emphasize a nonfinancial or
sustainability perspective, although the financial perspective is the most important perspective in a for-profit

-

firm's traditional BSC.
The extant SBSC research mainly employs normative, case, and action research methods i c ot al 2002;
and
and Dy11ick 2002; I)ias-Sardinha and RejjrKlers 2005; Mellor and Schaltegger 2005;
So
Wagner 2005; Wagner and Schailegger 2006; Dias-Sardinha et al 2007; Hansen elf al 2010; Kawai and Otomasa
2011). Many BSC studies investigate the relationships between customer and
2011; Hubbard2009;
financial indicators (e.g., Ittner and Larcker 1998; Malina et al 2007), quality and financial indicators (e.g.,
Nagar and Rajan 2001), and employee and financial indicators (e.g., Wiersma 2008). They also include
analyses of the relationships among the four BSC perspectives (e.g., Bryant et al 2004) and the environmental
perspectives (e.g., Hsu and Liu 2010; Eljjido-Ten 2011). However, there is no research examining
relationships between environmental activities and financial performance in conjunction with a SBSC. In the
next section, we develop a SBSC model to connect environmental activities and financial perfarmance and to
investigate empirically the relationships.

4. Developing the Carbon SBSC Strategy M ap And Hypotheses
We develop a Carbon SBSC strategy map in this section. Given that global warming has become an
important topic discussed by the G20 Summit and the UN General Assembly and is increasingly recognized
as a high-priority issue around the world, carbon management is critical. Carbon management ideally
simultaneously achieves a reduction in CO2 emissions and an improvement in economic return, in order to
realize sustainable growth of corporate value. The Carbon SBSC strategy map is a tool for carbon
management.
The development of the SBSC comprises a horizontal causal chain, including objectives, measures, targets,
and initiatives within each perspective, and a vertical causal chain linking the perspectives. In this paper, we
develop a strategy map for the Carbon SBSC by focusing on the vertical causal chain and adopting the
integration SBSC. That is, we integrate economic and environmental aspects in each perspective, given that
the objective is to achieve economic and environmental performance simultaneously.
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In deVelOPin9 the Caltx)n SBSC, and before establishing visions and strategies, we need to identify the
mission the company undertakes with regard to carbon management For example, the missjon mjght be to
achieve CO2emission reductions to fulfill social responsibilities such as the Kyoto Protocol, and to improve
economic results to realize the sustainable growth of corporate value. Therefore, one possible vision is to
balance CO2emission reductions with improvements in economic return. A corresponding strategy is then to
improve the ROC, i.e., operating income divided by the volume of CO2 emissions (in tons). This is a key
coo-efficiency indicator.
Some integration SBSCs, like the Responsive Business Scorecard developed by the EC, have five
perspectives. Adding a fifiil perspective to an existing BSC increases the number of performance indicators
that must be managed, and makes it inc!tmentally more difficult to constn画 a vertical causal chain between
perspectives. Accordingly, we develop a Carbon SBSC with just four perspectives: sustainability, extemal
stakeholder, internal business process, and l,eaming and growth. For each of these perspectives, we select
perfiormance indicators from the corporate social responsibility (CSR) database cm lpiled by Toyokeizai
Publishersand other available data sou u s, and place them into their oofrespondingperspective, asshown in Figure l .
For the sustainability perspective at the top of the strategy map, to achieve the ultimate objective of
improving ROC, we first set two performance indicators, namely, “operating margin growth” as an economic
strafe , and “CO2 emission reduction” as an envilonmental sln tegy. Consequently, to increase operating
income, werequiresales gnowth and reductions in ene costs.
For the external stakeholder perspective, we include“acceptaM in Social Responsibili0l Investment (SRI)
(investor relations)”, “IS0 14001 certification (supplier relations)”, 'coo label (consumer relations)”, and
“environmental law violation (:government and local community relations)” as leading indicators, and
“environmental brand ranking” as a lagging indicator. In addition, “ene input reduction” af t;cts “energy
cost reduction” in monetary units and “CO2 emission reduction” in physical units. Both the sustainability
perspective and external stakeholder perspective are outside perspectives.
Next, we develop the internal business process perspective and the learning and growth perspective to
evaluate the firm's internal activities. For the internal business process pefspective, we include “green
supplies purchase”, “green raw materials purchase”, “coo design”, “biodiversity conservation”, “establishment
of environmental management system (EMS)”, “eco audif ', “environmental accounting system”, and
“medium-tom plan for CO2 emission reduction” as leading indicators, and “recycle”, “waste reduction”,
“environmental burden reduction”, “environmental conservation cost”, and “economic benefit associated with
environmental conservation activities” as lagging indicators.
Lastly, for the learning and growth perspective at the bottom of the SBSC, we focus on members inside the
organization in much the same manner as the traditional BSC and include the “number of R&D staf f ',
“environmental edl;leation”, “environmental director'', “environmental department”, and “environmental

policy”.
Although Figure 1 presents our model of a possible Calbon SBSC strategy map, data for several of the
indicators in Figure 1 are not currently available. Therefore, we simpli f ed the Carbon SBSC strategy map to
empirically investigate the causal chain om corporate environmental activities to the ultimate objective,
namely, the improvement in ROC. As shown, the theoretical Cart1on SBSC in Figure 1 has four perspectives,
but we amend this to only two perspectives: an Outside Perspective (comprising the sustainability perspective
and the external stakeholder perspective) and an internal Perspective (including the internal business process
perspective and the learning and growth pefspective). Given the limits imposed by data availability, we
remove the employee- and education related indicators from the learning and growth perspective; some
indicators related to investors, suppliers, government, and the local community from the external stakeholder
perspective; and a number of other indicators. Figure2 depicts our simplified Carbon SBSC strategy map that
we will use for our empirical analysis. Thus, our hypotheses are very simple; whether the hypothesized
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relationships in Figure 2 can be supported.
Figure l- Carbon SBSC Strategy Map
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5. SampleSoleʻ:tion and Data Collection
We now conduct an empirical analysis to see whedH・our hypothesized relatianships depicted in Figme 2 ae
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supported. We limited our sample to companies with a March fiscal year encし representing about 80 percent of listed
Companies. We believe our sample is !'epresentative of all listed Japanese companies, as the sample cl画aclerist1cs (e.g.,
fm i size, industrial disOibution) ae similar to those of the population.
To undertake the empirical a、alysis, we gathered the data from valious soul℃
os. For Items lxx to5x:xl (see FigLme2),
we used the 2011 CSR database published by Toyo-kei2ai Publishers. This database is compiled from responses to
questionnaires sent to all listed companies and some largeunIisted companies in Japan. For 2011, the most la ent year
of the ◆
tatiiha・,r, 1,l32 companies are included in the database,. For the financial per formance data (i.e., Items 6ooc to
8xx), we use the Nikkei NEEDS-Financial Quest database. Finally, we attempted to obtain data for Item 712 and Item
811 from the g開nhouse gas (GHG) emissions しlat2lhase released by the Ministry of Envimnrnent under the Act
concerning the Promotion of Global Warming m
6. Howevef, the GHG emissions data corltspcmcfng
to the2011 CSR data were not available at the time of our empirical analysis. Even the
we could not analyze
relalionshipsbetween the firms' ultimate goal (i.e., improving ROC) and firms' activities and financial performance,
our empirical analysis makes a contribution to the lilefat、nt , as this is the f ist papa・to see whether the relations within
the firms' internal u f f , and the relationships between internal actNities and financial pe1formance is empirically
supported.

6. Results of the Analysis

一

wit 加
6.1Relationshipsanong
P
Table2 provides an explanation of the variables included in the Internal Perspective(i.e., Items 1;1octo4xlc). We treat
Items 411 and 412 as dummy variables for several reas,ms, even though numerical measures are available. First, the
reported numbers lack reliability. They are not al ldited, and thecalculalian method is up to the companiesand thus
reporting is not uniform h this sense, the numbers contain noise. Secmcl, nlot al1 oompa lies that answered the2011
CSR answered these questions. For example, the response rate of Item 411 is 41.4%. Thus, we assume that the
companies that did not answer these items are the companies that do not manage the amount, relying on the notion of
“You canlt manage what you canlt measure” For Item 411, companies may faft to reduce waste in that they do nett
m
conservation
measure the current amount of waste. Similarly, companies cannot faeilftate investment 1n
(for Item 412) if they do not know the cu能nt monetary investment For thesereasms, we treat Item 411 and 412 as
dummy variables. This t開 tment, of course, reduces the information c(Intent of these variables, but we place priority
on thereliability.
Following this treatment, all variables in the Internal Perspective are now dummy variables. Therefore, we
employed a chi-squared test on the relationships between the items. We hypothesi2e that companies w置l a value of
'Yes' for a lower-level variable item are more likely tohave a value of 'Yes' for ahigher-level variable item.
Table3 summarizes the results. As shown, all thehypothesized relationships in Figure2 are supportedat statistically
significant level. For example, firms with a director, a department, andfor a policy concerning 的 m 国 issues
(i.e., Item 110 is 'Yes') are likely to have amedium-term plan to reduce GHG emissions (i.e., Item 211 is 'Yes'). Also,
firms with a medium-term plan to feduce GHG emissions are likely to take care of theearth by actually buying green
supplies, green materials, and1or conserving biodiversity (i.e., Item3101s 'Yes'), and b have a scheme to support the
(i.e., Item3201s 'Yes'). The
plan by deNe1oping an EMS, coo audit system, an(iter environmental accounting
relationships between all sub-items (e.g., Item 111 and 211 have a positive correlation) are also 、tatlstically supported;
to avoid urKlue oomplexjty, we do not tablllatethis informati(m.

-

6 This act introduced aschemerequiring thecalculation,
g andputllic disc1osure by businesses of their gfealhouse gas emissions.
This scheme aimed to enoourage t1usinesses to recogni7e theif own emissions status and promote voluntary oorpomte actions to reduce
em!ssl(ns, while making emissions infbmlal1on me t trm平 font to the public. Under this act, businesses with 21 or more employees and
l tric ton equivala its of CO2of g能nhouse gases must cala llatf and leport their grea house gas emissions
genaati lg more than 3,000 me
from f nancial year (FY) 2006 to theMinistry of Ecanomy, T1adeand Industry and theMinistry of theEnvironment, which then aggltgates
andpublishesthedata This was the world's first publicly availableCO2emissions data obtained from
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Table2- Exphnation on Variabks in Internal Perspective
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_
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once-.
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ono of Item 311. 312

Yo■if ・t Ico one of Item 321. 322.
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-
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'o either - Absence- or not on of'ed)
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'
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Description of the
(Yo●if leost one i6 sworelt No otherwise)

_b n investments 9nd expor os

These results are straightforward. It is natural to see finns' positive attitude toward the environment in various ways
if the fimi:, are m rm
ly fiiendly. Even so, these results are important, as this is the iirst research to ow that
the relationshipsare empirically supported. In addition, thispaper will help to reduce the complexity of filture Ieseareh
when they need to decide which eco-fiiendly indi atnrs to select By observing high correlations among all variables,
future research can pick items in the Internal Perspective section (i.e., Item t through Item 41a) as proxies of firms'
activities toward m m
fiiendliness.
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Table 3- Chi-squar td T t Results for internal Perspective
Item 211
No

No

No

249

5

254

Item

Yes

315

507

822

211

564

512

1076

Item

110

Item 310

Yes

x i:

277.4 ***

332

232

564

YoS

54

458

512

386

690

1076

x =

No

!tom

41

386

310

Yes

274

416

690

619

457

1076

277

564

26

486

512

313

763

1076

273.0

***

Yes

Item

303

10

313

320

Yes

316

447

763

610

457

1076

x t二 278.7 ***

Item 511

!tom 512

Yo6

No

jtem

No

371

15

386

H:em

310

Yes

479

211

690

410

850

226

1076

106.3

287

x-

No

249.9 ***

x t二

t

272.4 * **

Yes

345

No

No
Yes

Item

211

Yes

Item 410

No

x i=

No

No

ttem 410
No

Item 320

Yes

***

No

Y

x t=

Yo6

595

24

85

372

457

680

396

1076

619

679.3 ***

'・'S1

ef il t ant at the 0.1% leveL

6.2Relationshipsanong variableswithin Outside Perspecti、,e
Table4 provides explanationsof the variables employed in the Outside Perspective(i.e., Items5xx・ to 8nt). We treat
Item512 as a dummy variable for similar reaslmsasdescribed for Items411 and412.
We wefe mable to analyze Items 712 and 811 because the most r解 nt GHG emissions data a ailable are far
FY2008, while our 2011 CSR data are for FY2010. As a result, our empirical analysis of tl,ie Outside Perspective is
limited to that concerning the !・elalionshipsbetween ltems511 and 611, 511 and7117, and512 and711. We employ
the nlmparametric WilcoxonRank-Sumtest given that wecannot estimate the distributian of each itembeforehand.
Table5 provides the l・esults. We observed astatislica11y posiliveassociationbetween ltems511, 611, and711. The
companies with eco labels on their products tend to achieve higtler simultaleous sales growth and higher operating
margin growth, when compared to the companies without coo labels. Similarly, the companies that try to reduce their
m
y friendly firms can
energy input achieve higlEr operating margin grou,th. These results suggest t
achieve better fina1ncial perfiormance. Thus, if theperforma lce superiority of eco-friendly films persists, it is natural to
see their
mafket capitali2ation.
In summary, these empirical results support our hypothesescterived from our Carbon SBSC strategy map. Sakaand
C)shika (201ta) empirically suggest a positive relalionship between eco-fiiendliness and market capitali2ation. This
means thestock market expects that eoo-fiier dly companies will achieve and maintain be能r performance (e.g., higher
sales growth, operating margins, sl!stainability of sales, etc.), and our results show onepclssible process Our empirical
7 We also can see the relation between Items 611 and 711. As both items are numerical, it is not feasible to test the relationship
using chi-squared analysis or Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test. Thus, we employed the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test between Item 511 and
711. As a robustness check, we also examined the correlation coef f cient between Items 611 and 711 and found it to be
sign面cantly positive.
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results s
that 師 rm
ly friendly firms tend tO act in various ways (i.e., positive correlation am(mg
variables within the internal Peaspective). We also showed empirically that those firms achieve better financial
performance simultaneously (i.egpositive comelatiansbetween variables in the Internal Pet準,ctive
the 0l.nside
Perspeʻ:;five, andpositive camelations among variables within the OutsidePerspective).
Some i
remain m clear. The issue of persistmce (i.e., whether eco-fiiendly companies can maintain bettef
perfom 1e) should be empirically tested in the f血lie. In alu ilion, cliffeRnces 四 oss industries, and relationships
between R:0Candother variables remain to be examined.
'

m

mbk in OutsnePerspective

Table4- Explanation of Y
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for Outsne Perspective
It m 611

Item511

0
1

Average

Std. cbv

1.115
1.092

0.913
0.242

Min
0.011
0228

IQ

0.967
0.989

Mecian

1.035
1.053

3Q

Max

1.121
1.137

17・727
3.523

3Q

Max

Wilcoxon (ono- sicbd)

1.7g8

*

Item 711
Avel●go

Item 511

0
1

- 0.875
0.023

SteL dov

Min

20 403 - 440 008
0.061
- 1.882

IQ
0.000
0.000

Modon

0.001
0.001

0.003
0.004

1・247
0.052

Wilcoxon (one- sided)

1.824

*

Item 711
Average

Item512

0
1

-0713
0.032

StcL dev

Min

18.431 -440.008
0.087
- 0.211

10

Med_

3Q

0.000

0.001

0.003

0.000

0.001

0.004

* Signllllicant at the 511 level
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Max

1.247
0.052

Wilcoxon (one- sided)

1.814

*

7. Summary and Conchlsion
Many studies have examined the impact of corporate environmental activities on corporate financial
performance. However, none of these illustrates the process tt ug11 vyhich cofporate environmental aclivilies
affl;ct finalcia1 perfofmalue and thEreby we aimed to show a possible pfocess. Although the SBSC is usefi」l b
evaluate corporale envirm mefItal activities and financial perfhfrl
and to investigate the improvement process,
there is no prior research conceming the analysis of the causal chainsamong SBSC indicators.
In this paper, to examine the connections between environmental activities and financial performance, we
first develop a CaIt on SBSC strategy map (Figure 1), in which we show how firms' environmental activities
can lead to f nancial per1formance. We then conduct an empirical analysis of the relationships in the Carbon
SBSC strategy map using Figure 2, a simplified version of Figure 1. Our empirical results support positive
associations that are consistent with the hypotheses derived from Figure 2. For the internal Pelspective variables,
all ot our 1oypothesl7ela relafonships in Figure 2 ale statistically s明 xfted. For em mpl f nns
a dlfectof, a
department or a l cm ceming envilm mental isslles (i.e., Item 110 is 'Yes') are likely to have amedium-・tom
plan to reduce GHG emissia lsole., Item 211 is 'Yes:'). Our empirical results also
positive relationships
t)etween the Inlemal Perspective variables and the OutsidePerspee意ve variables. For example, the oompa【lies with eco
labels on their 1m ducts tend 110achieve higher simultaneous sales growth mdhigher c1pn ting margin growth,
compared with the companies w社m t coo labels. Simitarly, the compalies that fry to reduce their
input aehieve
higher ope画ing mallg1ln growth. These results .
firms canachievebettef finm ial
that enviranmenta11y
perflormm ethan firmsthat are lessenviIanmen国1y fiiendly.
Our study makles the following cont】ibutions. First this is the first
to develop aCabon SBSC strategy map.
Given that trad通onal managememt s0lstems are financia1ly a iented, it may be difiicult to evaluate pfoperly the
relationshipsbetween a firm's environmental activities and financial performance. Our Carbon SBSC strategy
map is one model for carbon management connecting financial and nonfinancial indicators. Secon given
that this is the first study to inv
e anpirically the calsal chain t)e加eon Cartm SBSC indioatnrs, our results
maybe usefi」l for refining the Carbon SBSC stratea l,map.
Some issues ale left unaddressecL First and folRmost, we could的t canfirm if the eco-fiialdb, frms achieve their
final e
(i.e., ∝ m vm ), due to data unavallabin y. Expected flfthcomingcatxn emissim dala will
provide
analysis potEntial 1b l:m duct empirical research an thle relationships. Second, eu ' empirical research
was too simple to,derive comlnehensive carelusions. More detailed and precise analysisC
Ie.g., multiple
ions
using control valn bles) will yield moni pasuasive implications. Nmethelesls, we consider our researeh as an
incremental step in the ongoing investigation of sustainable management in firms.
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